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Welcome to
Aircall!
This manual will help you discover and get started with Aircall,
the easiest solution to handle phone calls.
Aircall was designed for teams to enhance collaboration. You
can juggle many phone numbers anywhere you are, from your
computer or your mobile phone.
To further increase productivity, you can also integrate it with
your helpdesk or CRM and track your activity with our deep
analytics.
We hope you will enjoy using Aircall and discovering all the
new features we launch every week !
If you run into any problems, have questions or wish to offer
helpful feedback from your experience, please feel free to
contact us at team@aircall.io or even better, call us !
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Configure your
Account
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The Dashboard
The Dashboard is the place where you can manage your account and change
your settings. You can access it directly from our website and log in using your
email & password.
There are four main functionalities available on the Dashboard that enable you
to:
• Acquire and personalize phone numbers from all over the world instantly
• Add agents to your account and assign them to phone numbers
• Access powerful analytics to track your activity and adapt your strategy to
your call flow
• Manage your personal information and choose the plan that fits your needs
the best
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Configure your Numbers
Get a New Number
Click on “Add a new number” on the left of your screen. Name your number,
choose the country, the type (geographic, national, toll-free, shared cost
depending on the country you have chosen) and the area code if necessary.
Press “Create” and your phone number will appear on the right of your
Dashboard alongside your existing phone numbers.
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Personalize your Number
To start personalizing your numbers, simply click on the number you want to
configure on the left of the Dashboard.
The Configuration menu has 5 sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Name and Address
Opening Hours
Teammates on this Number
Music & Messages
Click to Call

Name and Address
In this section, you can give your phone numbers any name you wish. Some
countries require a physical address to acquire a phone number - the list is
available on our website. To get a number from one of these countries, please
send us an email at team@aircall.io so we can provide you with one.
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Opening Hours
Under this section you will be able to decide when the line is available to take
calls. The options presented below only impact the way incoming calls are
treated. They do not impact outgoing calls: you will always be able to make a call
from your app using the phone number no matter the options you choose.
You can define the opening hours of your phone number according to three
status.
The “Open” and “Closed” status mean that your phone line is always available
or unavailable to take incoming calls calls.
The “Auto” status enables you to create “Opening Rules”. This set of rules
determines when the line is “Open” to take incoming calls and when it is
“Closed”. If a call comes in during the opening hours, it will be directed to an
agent. However, if a call comes outside of them, the absence message will be
played. You can set as many rules as you wish.
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Teammates on this Number
This menu enables you to create smart routing rules regarding the call
redirection to your agents. We offer 3 types of smart routing rules that we will be
presented in more detail just below:
1. Automatic Calling System
2. Call Cascading System
3. The Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
1. The Automatic Calling System will direct incoming calls to every member in
your team and the first agent to pick up takes the call. The other apps will stop
ringing as soon as someone answers the call.
To set up this system, first add the agents you want to be taking calls on this line
by clicking on the green “plus” button and selecting them. Then activate the
functionality “Call everyone at the same time” just below that list.
You can also activate a queuing system: in case all your agents are already busy
taking or making phone calls, incoming calls be put on hold until someone
becomes available. To enable this feature, tick the case “Activate Queuing”. You
can decide how long a caller may be put on hold waiting for an agent between 3
options: 3, 5 or 10 minutes. Once this time has gone by and there are still no
agents available, the call will be directed to voicemail.

2. The Call Cascading System allows you to create an order in which the calls
are handled. This means that when a call comes in, it will be directed to the first
agent available in the list.
If the first agent does not pick up, the call is directed to the second agent
available and so on until someone picks up the call – this is the cascading system.
This way, you are sure incoming calls are answered by the most qualified agent
available at the time the call occurs. You can change the routing order at any
time: simply drag the agent you wish to move up or down.
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The availability of an agent is determined by whether or not he is logged into
his application and by his working hours. You can also activate the queuing
system with this option.

3. The Interactive Voice Response (IVR) is a menu you can set up to filter the
calls according to their nature. According to the menu you decide to create,
callers will hear an automatic message letting them know how to reach the
service they wish to get in touch with.
For instance, you can communicate a general number to your clients. When they
call this number, they will hear “please press 1 for San Francisco office and 2 for
UK office”. According to the option they choose, they will be directed to another
Aircall number.
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To program this menu, select the “IVR” option next to “Normal”. You can create
as many redirections as you have numbers so make sure you have created the
numbers you needed when you start the IVR configuration. To create a new
redirection, click on the green “plus” button, then select the digit you wish callers
to press and the number they will be redirected to. It is also possible to create a
multi-layered IVR. To do so, repeat the same system described above on the
numbers handling the redirection.

Important tip: to be sure your IVR works properly, it is necessary to configure
the IVR message for all the numbers configured as such.

Music and Messages
You can personalize all your music and messages to have a fully professional
phone system. There are 4 types of music and messages.
1. The Welcome message is the message callers will hear at the beginning of
the call. You can decide to activate the option “Required listening”: this means
that the callers will hear this message before any agents can answer the call.
2. The Music on hold is the music or message that will play when the caller is
waiting on the queue for an agent to be available to pick up the call.
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If you have activated the IVR system in the previous section, the “Music on
hold” will become the IVR message. This is the message that will present the
option menu to the caller in order to be redirected.
3. The Voice Mail is the message the caller will hear before he can leave a
message.
4. The Absence message is activated when your phone line is closed.

To personalize a message, simply click on the pencil on the right to access the
editing menu. You have four options to edit your messages:
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When you choose the option to write a text to be read automatically, choose
the language and simply write your text in the box. Once you are satisfied, save
your message.
If you wish to upload a MP3 file, just drop the file in the designated section or
browse your computer to select the file and save the changes.
To record a message, click on the red button to authorize the mic on your
browser and record your message. In order to have the best quality possible, we
recommend using a mic when recording your message.
We also offer some ring tunes if you want some music to be played that you can
choose from our Aircall media library.

Click to Call
The Click to Call feature enables you to place a button on your website from
which your customer can call you directly to the number displayed on the button.
There are two types of Click-to-call button: a standard and a custom one. To
install the Click to Call button, simply include the script displayed in your HTLM
and include the tag written below it every time you want a click to call button on
your page.

Number Activity
Once your phone number is active, you can follow-up on all the calls being made
or taken by clicking on the menu “Activity”. In this menu, you can choose to have
3 display of the call activity on the line: All Calls, Missed Calls, Voicemails.
You can also download the Call List of your phone number in an excel file to
have more information on who took calls, the length of calls and access the
recording of the calls if you have activated the option.
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Call Recording
To activate the call recording, you first need to go to your account and select the
“Numbers” menu to see your phone numbers displayed and the users
associated to these numbers. In the middle, you will have the possibility to
activate or not the call recording for the numbers you wish by simply ticking the
case.
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Manage your Agents
Add/Delete an Agent
Click on “Add a new member” at the right of your Dashboard. You need to
decide whether or not you want this agent to be an “admin” or simply a “user”.
After you invited the agent, he will receive an email to confirm his account.
Admins are able to access the Dashboard and change the settings while users
only have access to the app from which they can make and take calls - they do
not have access to the Dashboard and they cannot change the settings of the
account.
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Your Agents’ Accounts
You can access your agents’ personal information by clicking on their icon on
the right. The “Configuration” menu will display their settings and the “Activity”
menu will display their call history.

In Configuration, you will be able to to access their Personal Profile to edit their
name, password and photo. The only thing you cannot change is the email
address linked to the account since it is used to identify the account.
In Phone Numbers, you will be able to add a smartphone or other device on
which you want the calls to be forwarded when you are not at your desk. You
can also add a SIP device if you are using soft phones with Aircall. You will also
have access to the list of phone numbers the agent is working on.
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The Working Hours section enables you to decide when the agent is available
between three options: “Available”, “Auto” or “Unavailable”. If you choose the
“Auto” mode, the working hours defined by the user in the Aircall app will be
applied.

The Email Notifications menu enables you to decide which information the
agent will receive from Aircall via email:
•
•
•
•

Voicemails
Invoices
Daily summary of calls to follow up
Aircall activity report (every day, week or month)

When you click on the Activity menu, you will have access to all the call the agent
made or took.
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Explore the Analytics
The Analytics give you an overview of your activity and enable you to adapt your
system strategically to handle calls as efficiently as possible.
You can also go in depth to get analytics on the number of inbound/outbound
calls you handle, the % of missed calls and voicemails as well as the average
waiting time and the productivity of your agents. The filters enable you to get
granular data by refining your search per line or teammate and by choosing which
period you want to study.
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Choose your Plan & Pricing
There are three plans you can choose according to your structure and the phone
system you wish to implement. All our plans work on a per user & per number
basis so you can get the mix that suits your needs most.
The Starter Plan support the basic features and is most suited when you are
creating your company.
The Premium Plan gives you access to professional features and integrations to
the most popular CRMs and Help desks improve productivity within your team.
The Enterprise Plan was designed for well established companies that require
a more personalized system to be implemented and custom integrations to their
technology.

Perk: All our plans offer unlimited inbound calls!
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The App
The App is where you can take/make phone calls directly from your computer and
have access to your personal settings. You can download our Mac app or use our
Web app directly from our app page on our website. They both have the same
functionalities.
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Make & Take Calls
Headset configuration
The first thing you need to do before starting to make or receive calls is to
configure the headset you are using. If you choose iPhone or headphones, you
do not need to change the settings but the sound will not be as good as if you
were using USB headset.
On the Mac App, go to preferences (⌘,) and select the headset you are using:

You also need to make sure the configurations are made on your computer: go
on System Preferences > Sound and select the headset for the Input and Output.
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On the Webb App, click on the camera icon at the top to authorize access to
your microphone and select your headset:

You also need to make sure the configurations are made on your computer: go
on System Preferences > Sound and select the headset.
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Calling
Click on the green button at the center of your app to access the dialing menu.
You can choose from which phone number you want to call. Make sure you enter
the right country code or the right flag when typing a number.
During the call, a calling menu will be displayed with the following options: you
can “Mute”, put on “Hold”, access the “Keyboard”, “Transfer” the call to one
of your teammates, make a “Comment” or even “Assign” it to a teammate if he
needs to follow up on the call afterwards.
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The Activity Feed
Call Logs
This menu enables you to have access to the call logs of your team. You have
two views possible: “All” on which you can see all the calls and “Needs to Follow
Up” where only the missed calls & voicemails are displayed.
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Call Details
You can have access to the Call Details by clicking on a call. You will know
whether the call was inbound or outbound, the date and length of a call. You can
also listen to the recording if it’s activated for the number.
It’s possible to “Assign” the call to a teammate and leave them a “Comment”.
If you do so, the call details will appear in their “Need to Follow Up’ so they
know they need to call back someone or follow up with them.
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Manage your Contacts
You can easily access your contacts by clicking on the picture icon at the bottom
of the App. When adding a “New Contact”, you can add the name, company,
an image, multiple phone numbers associated to the contact and his email
address. You can also choose to share or not this contact with your team.
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Your Settings
This is where you can manage the settings of your app and access your personal
information to make your life as easy as possible. To make changes, select a
menu and click on “Edit” at the top left of your app.
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In “My Account”, you can see all the phone numbers you can make or take calls
from and see what your personal extension is. You can also change your email
address and password.
In your “Working Hours”, you can decide when you receive calls on your
application. If a call comes in outside of these hours, your app will not ring and
calls will not be directed to your mobile phone either. You can also decide to be
always Available or Unavailable by clicking on the green button at the bottom
left of your app.
To forward calls to other devices, go to “Forward to phones” and enter the
phone number where you want calls to be directed too. This way when a call
comes in during your working hours, it will ring on your app and your other
devices. If you have activated the redirection and your app is closed on your
computer, your other devices will still ring so you can pick up the call from there.
You can go to “Import my Contacts” if you wish to automatically import your
contacts from Google. If they are stored in another format, please send us a CSV
file at team@aircall.io so we can upload them for you in your app.
In your “Calling Preferences”, you can choose your default number and default
country code when you make calls.
You can also decide if you wish to receive emails within your Aircall account with
a list of voicemails, invoices, daily follow up list and activity summary in your
“Email Notifications”.
If you wish to chat with us, you can send us a message via “Support” !
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3
Your
Integrations
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Integrate with other Software
Aircall enables you to integrate your phone system with other business tools you
are using in order to improve your productivity and keep a call history with your
contacts. You can configure integrations from your Dashboard: go to
“Configuration” and then “Integrations to third parties” to access the list of all
our integrations.

You will have access to a knowledge base to help you configure each integration
by clicking on “How to configure this integrations”?
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Help desk Integrations
The Help desks integrations enable you to link your call activity to the system
you are using to manage your customer support tickets or emails. When a call
comes in on your Aircall number, a ticket will be created in your help desk.
If the phone number that called matches a contact in the database, the ticket will
be associated to it. During the call, the contact history of the help desk will also
appear so you will have all the contact information and past interactions in front
of you during the call. If no contact can be found, a new contact page will be
created along with the ticket. You will also have access to a recording of the
call and be able to make notes.
This way, you can integrate all your phone conversations from your contact in
your helpdesk to have a complete picture of all of your interactions.

Zendesk
With this integration, you can have tickets created in Zendesk and you can also
have an Aircall widget installed in your Zendesk to answer calls with the app
directly from there.
To activate the ticket creation, first go on Zendesk:
1. Log in to your Zendesk account and go to the API section
(https://{your_zendesk_subdomain}.zendesk.com/agent/admin/api
2. Click on “Activate token access”
3. Add a new token with “Aircall” label
4. You should see a random string in the “Active tokens” section: this is the
access token used by Aircall for the integration
5. Do not forget to click on “Save”!
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On Aircall:
Log in to your Aircall account at dashboard.aircall.io/login
Go to “Configuration” and select the menu “Integrations to third parties”
Select “Zendesk”
Put your Zendesk URL: https://{your_zendesk_subdomain}.zendesk.com
(do not forget to put the whole URL with the leading https://)
5. Enter your ID and the token you got from your Zendesk account
6. Once this is done, click on “Add this integration”
1.
2.
3.
4.
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To have the widget in your Zendesk account and make/take calls from Aircall
directly from there, go to the “Marketplace” and install “Aircall”. The widget will
then appear at the top right of your page.

Desk.com
To integrate Aircall with Desk.com, make sure you have at least the PRO plan
from Desk.com. Once you have integrated, you will be able to have your Aircall
app directly in Desk.com and have tickets created every time a call is made or
taken.
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To activate the integration, go on Desk.com:
1. Go to Admin > Settings and enable the Phone Integrations
2. Go to Admin > Channels > Phone > Integrations > +Add Integration
3. Fill in the form:
Name: Aircall
URL: https://app.aircall.io
Height: 600
Width: 342
4. Click on the members you want to give access to the Aircall app in
Desk.com
5. Add the integration and the Aircall app will appear in the top right!
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On Aircall:
Log in to your Aircall account at dashboard.aircall.io/login
Go to “Configuration” and select the menu “Integrations to third parties”
Select "Desk.com"
Enter your Desk.com subdomain like this:
https://{yoursubdomain}.desk.com
5. Click on "Add this integration"
6. Login to your Desk.com account and authorize Aircall to access your
account
7. That's it! You should see your new integration in the list
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Help Scout
This integration will enable you to create conversations in Help Scout for every
call made or taken via Aircall.
To configure the integration, first go on Help Scout:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in to your Help Scout account
Go to “Your Profile”
Click on “API Keys” and generate a new one
Copy your personal API key just generated

On Aircall:
Log in to your Aircall account at dashboard.aircall.io/login
Go to “Configurations” and select the menu “Integrations to third parties”
Select “Help Scout”
In the ID section, enter the email of the mailbox you want to see calls for
(enter the exact email used as it is case sensitive)
5. Enter the API key generated from your Help Scout account
6. “Add the integration” and you are done!
1.
2.
3.
4.
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CRM Integrations
Just like the Help desks, Aircall integrations with CRMs enable you to have all
your call history associated to your contacts. You will also have access to the
call recording and be able to make notes. This way you can have a fully
integrated system that keeps all of your information and records your
interactions in one place!

Pipedrive
The Pipedrive integration enables you to have all the call information associated
to a deal and your contact. This way, you can have a full picture of your
interactions directly in your pipeline. If you make or answer a call, it will appear
in “Past” activities and if you miss a call or have a voicemail, it will appear in
“Planned” activities since you will need to follow-up. You can also have access
to the recording of the call and be able to make notes.
To integrate with Pipedrive:
1. Go in your Settings, then “Personal” and select “API”
2. Copy your personal API token (characters with green background)
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Then go to Aircall:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in to your Aircall account at dashboard.aircall.io/login
Go to “Configurations” and select the menu “Integrations to third parties”
Select “Pipedrive”
Enter the token you got from your Pipedrive account
“Add this integration” to have your call information in Pipedrive!

You can also configure a Click to Dial in Pipedrive so you only have to click on
the phone number there to have it appear in your app.
To configure the Click to Dial:
1. Go in your Settings, then “Company settings”
2. Make sure the “phone number link syntax” is: tel:[number]
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3. If you are using the Mac App: open FaceTime, go to Preferences and
select Aircall in “Default for calls”
4. If you are using the Web App: click on the double diamond in the top right
corner and select “Allow app.aircall.io to open all tel links”

Salesforce
There are two Aircall integrations with Salesforce:
• Salesforce Sales Cloud: the integration will create tasks associated to your
contacts so you have all the information in one place
• Salesforce Service Cloud: cases will be created for every call so you can
have a clear picture of what needs to be followed up on
Both integrations can be configured the same way:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in to your Aircall account at dashboard.aircall.io/login
Go to “Configurations” and select the menu “Integrations to third parties”
Select “Salesforce Sales Cloud” or “Salesforce Service Cloud”
“Add this integration”
Log in to your Salesforce account and authorize Aircall
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You can also make and receive calls from Salesforce with your Aircall widget if
you use a customized Salesforce console (the app is not available in the plan old
Salesforce interface).
To use the App in Salesforce:
1. Download this file on your computer:
https://cdn.aircall.io/salesforce/aircall-salesforce.xml
2. Log in to your Salesforce account at https://login.salesforce.com
3. Go to Setup > Build > Customize > Call centers
4. Click on “Import” and upload the file your just downloaded
5. Do not forget to add Users to this Call Center by clicking on “Manage Call
center users”
6. The Aircall App will appear at the bottom right of your Salesforce Console
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Hubspot CRM
This integration works similarly to the Pipedrive integration: when a call is made
or taken, an activity will be created in your Hubspot CRM associated with the
contact. You will have access to the recording of the call and will be able to make
comments.
To integrate with Hubspot:
1. Log in to your Hubspot account at https://login.hubspot.com/login
2. Get your portal ID on the top right of your Hubspot account
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To go on Aircall:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in to your Aircall account at dashboard.aircall.io/login
Go to “Configurations” and select the menu “Integrations to third parties”
Select “Hubspot”
Enter the portal ID you got from your Hubspot account
“Add this integration”
Log in to your Hubspot account and authorize Aircall
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The API & Webhooks
We have developed an API and we are supporting Webhooks to enable your own
tech teams to have hands on your Aircall data.
The API enables you to ask for your Aircall data so you can have access to the
information you want. You can get your call activities and the links to your call
recordings directly. It’s also possible to import all your contacts instantly in your
app. In order to use our API, your tech team can use our API keys available in
your Dashboard in “Configuration” and then “Integrations to third parties”.
Webhooks work similarly and can also be found in your Dashboard in
“Configuration” and then “Integrations to third parties”. Once you’ve added an
integration and selected “Webhooks”, you only need to enter the URL of the host
server where you want the call information sent. You can then choose what type
of activity you wish to have access to.
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Thank You !
We hope you will love using Aircall as much as we do and we
look forward to having you onboard!

And please feel free to contact us at team@aircall.io or even
better, call us if you have any questions or want to have a quick
chat!
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ENJOY
AIRCALL
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